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Abstract 

Alzheimer's disease (AD) affects cognitive abilities and general well-being, and it presents substantial obstacles, 

particularly for young individuals. Making use of the special relationship that exists between humans and dogs, 

canine-assisted rehabilitation has gained attention as a possible therapeutic intervention. A nonpharmacological 

strategy called dog-assisted treatment (DAT), which focuses on patient-dog contact, has been suggested as a 

benefit for adult Alzheimer's disease. Thus, we intend to analyze the reliability of the data from the randomized 

controlled trials (RCTs) estimations as well as the impacts of DAT on this population. A detailed examination of 

the literature produced 1500 studies from three different sources. Twenty papers made into the final analysis 

after extensive screening and qualifying requirements. We incorporated Research that is quasi-experimental 

(QE) controlled and randomized controlled trials (RCTs) that assessed the advantages and disadvantages of 

DAT in Alzheimer -affected individuals. The study employed random effects systematic reviews and produced 

scaled mean differences (SMD) or mean differences (MD)  along with their respective 95 %confidence intervals 

(95 % CI). RCTs with very low confidence data show that DAT did not affect sadness, anxiety, daily living 

activities, poor quality of life, or cognitive impairment those with Alzheimer's; nevertheless, tiny Research 

reported a favorable effect on indifference. The extensive Research provides attention to the possible advantages 

of canine-assisted therapy for young persons with Alzheimer's disease. The importance of including therapy 

dogs in rehabilitation programs for this population is highlighted by the favorable results shown in the cognitive 

and emotional domains, as well as the growth of significant patient-dog interactions. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a progressive neurological illness that predominantly affects memory and cognitive 

abilities very difficult for those who are diagnosed with as well as those who care for patients (1). It is 

anticipated that the number of people 65 and older will almost quadruple to 72.1 million by 2030 from an 

estimated 39.6 million in 2009 (2). It is expected that the amount of canine-assisted rehabilitation, especially 

because of its possible effects on the living quality of young individuals with AD (3). It is essential to 

investigate alternative therapy techniques since this population presents particular obstacles in the cognitive and 

emotional domains (4). Stress's effects on human health and potential stress-reduction strategies have received a 

lot of Research in recent decades (5). Child and adolescent mental health centers and primary care providers 

handle mental health issues that children and adolescents come there, when a patient with a severe mental illness 

(SMD) needs more intensive outpatient partial hospitalization care (6). In-depth and restorative care is provided 

at DHs, with individualized treatment plans that are tailored to each patient's unique need. It is carried out by a 

group employing thorough, multidisciplinary methodology (7). When it comes to entrance requirements, they 

are less stringent in an inpatient mental health unit.Inactivity has well-documented complications (8). Figure (1) 
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shows the symptoms of AD (9). There is a wealth of evidence, albeit at a low level, that supports the 

significance of ambulation during cardiac-related hospital stays (10). 

 

Figure (1). Relieving the symptoms of Alzheimer's disease 

(Source: https://www.frontiersin.org/files/Articles/682308/fnagi-13-682308-HTML-r1/image_m/fnagi-13-

682308-g001.jpg) 

It's anticipated that, this population grows more health issues and disabilities will be documented. The risk of 

morbidity is increased when aging-related physiological changes are combined with a sedentary lifestyle. The 

financial burden of disability justifies the investigation of low-cost, readily available, nonpharmacological 

strategies to enhance social support, reduce feelings of sadness and loneliness, and extend the practical 

autonomy of older persons(10). It evaluates the impact of including dog companions in early-onset Alzheimer's 

patients' rehabilitation programs, emphasizing social, emotional, and cognitive effectstherapy against 

conventional rehabilitation techniques in terms of increases in social engagement, emotional stability, and 

cognitive performance.  

The study (11) describeda summary of the suggested neurobiological processes behind the advantages of 

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) for AD is provided in this article, with a focus on the 

excitatory/inhibitory equilibrium's modulatory effects that TMS therapy protocols created for young adults have 

unintended detrimental effects on elderly individuals or on the brain affected by dementia based on 

accumulating data from several domains.The study (12) provided the brains of young urbanites. Iron-rich 

carbon-based as well as friction-derived nanoparticles (CFDNPs), which are commonly seen in airborne particle 

contamination, have been found in large quantities. One potential mechanism between air pollution exposure 

and brain illnesses is epigenetic gene regulation.The author (13) suggested the majority of MMC pollutant 

emissions come from mobile sources, especially unregulated diesel cars, which expose people to quantities 

higher than EPA and WHO guidelines. Every MMC resident has their brains tested for magnetic, rich in iron, 

and very oxidative CFDNP.The study (14) described an ultrasensitive blood immunoassay that we created and 

verified, its performance was assessed in four prospective cohorts based in clinics. Age-matched controls and 

ADpatients made up the discovery cohort. Two validation cohorts comprised elderly persons without cognitive 

impairment. The author (15) suggested that the ability of each network's grey matter volume to the receiver 

operating characteristic analysis, along with logistic regressions, used to evaluate the whole-brain pattern to 

differentiate between AD and aging. In aging and AD, they also evaluated interindividual variation in 

morphometric networks and throughout the whole brain architecture because it is frequently said that increasing 

heterogeneity is one of the primary characteristics defining brain aging. 

https://www.frontiersin.org/files/Articles/682308/fnagi-13-682308-HTML-r1/image_m/fnagi-13-682308-g001.jpg
https://www.frontiersin.org/files/Articles/682308/fnagi-13-682308-HTML-r1/image_m/fnagi-13-682308-g001.jpg
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METHODS  

Criteria for diagnosing Alzheimer's disease 

All randomized controlled trial studies using Quasi-experimental (QE) controls and RCTs that specifically 

evaluated the advantages of DAT for dementia patients in adulthood were included in this systematic review 

(16). We eliminated the studies for not possible to get the entire text. When AD is suspected, a patient should 

have a number of tests performed, such as a brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), neurological testing, and 

laboratory testing for vitamin B12, and other procedures not related to the customer's illness and background. 

Beta-amyloid protein (Aβ) extrinsic contributions, known as Figure (2), show the brain's structure with AD 

senile plaques can take on several structural forms, such as neuritic, dispersed, dense-cored, classic, or compact 

type plaques (17). Enzymes that undergo proteolytic cleavage, such β- and γ-secretase, are in charge of 

synthesizing Aβ deposits from the transmembrane amyloid precursor protein (APP). 

 

Figure (2). The brain's structure with Alzheimer's disease (Source: Author) 

Analytical statistics 

To compile Research that has assessed comparable results, we conducted metaanalysesmeta-analyses. We 

computed when comparing and meta-analyzing these papers standardized mean differences (SMD) were used to 

determine which assessed using various scales between studies. Since no meta-analysis was done, we give the 

mean difference (MD) for outcomes that were assessed in a single research (18). The last evaluation of each 

result was provided for examines that were repeated measures or pre- and post-intervention measurements, and 

the metaanalyses meta-analyses were conducted using this metric for the studies that were measured at the 

conclusion of the prevention. Being that there are disparities in the confidence of evidence between these two 

types of Research and because the approach was used for RCTs, we chose to publish the results according to the 

study design separately (19). Because of the overall evaluation of variability (in the community, assistance, and 

comparators), we believe it is reasonable to utilize random-effects models. The statistical has few studies 

included in each meta-analysis, meta-analysis publication bias was not assessed. 

RESULT  

Examines attributes 

We located a total of 1500 titles in the three sources we reviewed and examined a total of 1000 titles; 200 papers 

underwent full-text evaluation; eight of them were included.Five studies were carried out in assisted living 

facilities, four in childcare centers, and five in nursing homes. However, the intervention setting was different, 
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with areas designed specifically for the research, unique assisted living facilities, or nursing homes. Five studies 

evaluated inclusion criteria pertaining to dementia diagnosis using the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE). Those 

who possess a dementia diagnosis from the clinical history were included, whereas three other studies employed 

other cut-off points (20). Additionally, the investigations covered a range of dementia severity degrees. In 

reference to the treatment, it included DAT sessions, which took place one to three times a week for fifteen to 

ninety minutes each time. These sessions might be individual or group meetings, and they take place between 

three weeks and seven months. In regard to the treatment,  

Outcome measurements 

Six studies evaluated activities of daily living; three employed the Barthel index, whereas another employed the 

N-ADL (activities of daily living) score. An improved rating on either scale indicates more autonomy. A higher 

score indicates a greater likelihood of anxiety. Mood Inspection Scale for Dementia (DMAS), Multidimensional 

Observation Scale for Elderly Subjects (MOSES), and Cornell Scale for Anxiety in Dementia (ASDD) were 

utilized in five researches. A higher score on all measures indicates a greater likelihood of anxiety. 

Largernumber of points on all five measures indicates greater agitation. Two researchers utilized the full three 

studies: employed two short CMAIs to measure agitation (21). Quality of Life (QoL) was measured in four 

studies: three employed using the AD scale and the assessment, in order. Since a greater quality of life is 

indicated by more points on the QOL-AD scale than the QUALID scale, the findings of The QOL-AD scale 

were used in several studies. Mental abilities were assessed in three different ways: two utilized the Michigan 

Multiple Scale Examination (MMSE), where higher scores correspond to higher the Alzheimer Disease 

Assessment Scale (ADAS) results associated with improved memory. Scores correspond to worse cognitive 

function (22). Figure (3) shows the PRISMA flow to reverse the ADAS scale so that greater cognitive function 

scores correspond to better function. Anxiety, irritation, withdrawal, and other MOSES self-care aspects were 

assessed in one Research; a higher score corresponds to worse results.  

 

Figure (3). PRISMA flow diagram  (Source: Author)  
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Possibility of biases 

The Cochrane method was used to evaluate the risk of bias for six RCTs. Each RCT experienced issues with 

reporting allocation concealment, personnel blinding, and data analyst blinding; five RCTs experienced issues 

with outcome assessment blinding (23). Figure (4) (a) and Figure 4 (b) represent the bias risk in BCTs and bias 

in risk QE technique, which was used to evaluate the bias risk for four QE-controlled experiments. The 

reporting of the studies included the inclusion of consecutive patients, the purpose assessment of the study 

outcome, and the computation of sample sizes (24).  

 

Figure (4a). Bias risk in BCTs (Source: Author) 

 

Figure (4b). Bias risk in QE (Source: Author) 
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Result Summary  

Twenty studies that assessed the impact of DAT on individuals with dementia were included in the analysis 

Figure (5) shows canine therapy that enhances day-to-day living(10 RCTs and 10 QE-controlled studies). These 

studies had a poor sample size, were highly biased, and were diverse (25). Pooled RCTs indicated no 

improvements in depression, agitation, daily living activities, or quality of life, but the one RCT that measured 

disinterest discovered a possible benefit. RCTs have very little data to be certain about in daily living actions, 

anxiety, quality of life, cognitive impairment, self-care, disorientation, irritation, or departure; pooled QE-

controlled trials did not reveal improvements. However, a possible positive impact on depression was 

discovered (26). DAT had no influence on our usual routines. Figure (6) shows improvement in anxiety SMD: 

0.18 for 2 RCTs; 95% CI range: 1.14 to -0.90. Anxiety (4 RCTs, 95% CI: -1.95 to 0.99; SMD: -0.50)QoL (5 

RCTs, 95% CI: -0.43 to 0.75; SDM: 0.18).Figure (7) and (8) represents the reduce in anxiety and improvement 

in anxiety RCTs, SDM: -1.14; 95% Confidence Interval:-2.53 to 0.34, as well as cognitive decline 

 

Figure (5). Canine therapy that enhances day-to-day living (Source: Author) 

 

Figure (6). Improvement in Anxiety (Source: Author) 
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Figure (7). Dog contributed to the reduction in anxiety (Source: Author) 

 

Figure (8). Increase in life quality (Source: Author) 

 

Comparison with More Research 

When RCTs do not demonstrate such an impact, the methodological constraints of QE research in adjusting 

significant founding factors necessitate that the results of these studies interpreted (27). Metaanalysis 

Comparison between three QE-controlled trials revealed slightly effect, while meta-analysis of four RCTs 

showed no advantage of DAT for depression; considering the methodological shortcomings of QE research in 

terms of regulating significant confounding factors when RCTs do not show an impact, the results of this 

Research need to be interpreted very carefully. Additionally, due to imprecision, the statistical restrictions QE 
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adversely influenced when RCTs do not demonstrate such an impact, and the findings of these researches need 

to be interpreted. Table 1 shows theevidence level of confidence, limited size of the sample, variable control 

group treatment, and outcome measure, among other technical constraints of these RCTs; imprecision also had 

an impact on the RCTs (28). When combining QE studies with RCTs, we found that AAT had a beneficial 

effect on memory sufferers' anxiety (Two RCTs and two non-controlled QE investigations were present; 

evaluation focused on the two RCTs).  

Table (1). Overview of the results to assess the evidence's level of confidence (Source: Author) 

Results Ordinary activity Anxiety Life Quality Discussion 

Absolute effect 

anticipated 

SMD 0.18 SD more SMD 0.50 SD 

lower 

SMD 1.14 SD 

lower 

SMD 0.18 SD 

higher 

Participants' 

numbers and 

investigations 

J32D32 (3 RCTs) J82 D 82 (4 RCTs) J89D85 (3 RCTs) J67D 75 (4 RCTs) 

Confidence in the 

evidence 

Very low Very low Very low Very low 

Observations Regarding if DAT 

affects everyday 

life activities 

Regarding DAT's 

impact on anxiety 

Regarding DAT's 

impact on agitation 

Knowledge of 

DAT's impact on 

quality of life is 

limited. 

 

 

DISCUSSION  

There is a claim that meta-analyses do not compare comparable research, as there were insufficient diverse trials 

to evaluate. Luckily, we discovered that metaanalyses meta-analyses were helpful in providing thorough 

overview of the data, as decision-making requires summary impact estimations (29). The main studies' 

acknowledged shortcomings are evident in this meta-analysis as well, including a lack of information on the 

procedure, criteria for inclusion, outcome evaluation, and treatment given to the control group. Significant 

advantages of this systematic review include the following: It was etched with the PRISMA declaration (30). 

We discovered every article found in prior analyses by executing a searching technique using many databases, 

language-neutral, and across publications mentioning each study we located. Because of these benefits, we are 

able to present the most recent information on RCTs and QE-controlled studies in DAT, implications of 

applying the confidence of the results obtained(31). Evidence from significant positive impact on the exception 

of a tiny RCT that suggested DAT useful for apathy the included studies did not provide clear information about 

the risks associated with DAT, which included musculoskeletal illnesses, bites, falls, infections, anxiety and 

dread (32). In terms of evidentiary certainty, there is a significant chance of bias in the included Research (33). 

It is concerning that there is a moderate to severe risk of bias in all RCTs for both personnel and outcome 

assessment blinding, even if these blinding techniques are doable. In terms of patient preferences, some families 

and patients want to work with dogs because they are terrified of them (34). However, as the DAT intervention 

is typically contracted out to outside organizations, the tolerance of health center employees is sufficient. In 

terms of facilities, DAT has to happen in suitable locations big, open areas. Both human and non-human 

resources are required, including humans with experience handling dogs and a well-trained dog (35).   

CONCLUSION 

The ten effects of DAT on dementia were evaluated in ten QE-controlled trials and RCTs. Patients were found. 

We discovered evidence to support the claim that DAT has no effect on anxiety, sadness, quality of life, or daily 

activities despite the fact RCT examined apathy had an apparent positive impact. No RCT evaluated this 
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intervention's negative effects. Dogs encourage social interaction among AD patients, which lessens their 

feelings of social isolation and loneliness. when a patient interacts with an animal use of animal-assisted 

intervention in AD patients completely justified. Dogs of any size or breed can participate in this kind of 

exercise with AD patients. Considering the limited sample size, substantial bias risk, and other limitations of 

these trials, more RCTs are required to assess the advantages and disadvantages of DAT in Alzheimer sufferers 

with a very low degree of confidence in the data. Adequate reporting, minimizing bias risk, describing adverse 

effects, and providing an explanation of the treatments in the DAT control areas are necessary components of 

this Research. 
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